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Charge ordering and antiferromagnetic exchange in layered molecular crystals of theu type
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We consider the electronic properties of layered molecular crystals of the typeu-D2A whereA is an anion
andD is a donor molecule such as bis-~ethylenedithia-tetrathiafulvalene! ~BEDT-TTF!, which is arranged in
the u-type pattern within the layers. We argue that the simplest strongly correlated electron model that can
describe the rich phase diagram of these materials is the extended Hubbard model on the square lattice at
one-quarter filling. In the limit where the Coulomb repulsion on a single site is large, the nearest-neighbor
Coulomb repulsionV plays a crucial role. WhenV is much larger than the intermolecular hopping integralt the
ground state is an insulator with charge ordering. In this phase antiferromagnetism arises due to a novel
fourth-order superexchange process around a plaquette on the square lattice. We argue that the charge ordered
phase is destroyed below a critical nonzero valueV, of the order oft. Slave-boson theory is used to explicitly
demonstrate this for the SU(N) generalization of the model, in the large-N limit. We also discuss the relevance
of the model to the all-organic familyb9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5YSO3 whereY5CH2CF2 , CH2, CHF.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Layered organic molecular crystals based on the
~ethylenedithia-tetrathiafulvalene! ~BEDT-TTF! molecule1–3

are rich examples of strongly correlated electron system
low dimensions. Thek-(BEDT-TTF)2X family has many
similarities to the cuprate superconductors, such as the p
imity of superconductivity to an antiferromagnetic Mot
Hubbard insulating phase.4–6 It has recently been argued th
the simplest strongly correlated electron model that can
scribe this family is a Hubbard model on an anisotropic
angular lattice at one-half filling.6 This model should also
describe theb-(BEDT-TTF)2X family.7,8 As the anionX or
pressure is varied theu-(BEDT-TTF)2X family exhibits
metallic, superconducting, insulating, antiferromagne
charge-ordered, and spin-gapped phases.9,10 The family11

u-(BETS)2X @where BETS is bis-~ethylenedithio-
tetraselenafulvalene!# is also found to exhibit a metal
insulator transition with a transition temperature that var
with the anion.12 The recently synthesized famil
b9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5YSO3 whereY5CH2CF2, CH2, CHF
has attracted considerable interest from chemists becaus
anion is purely organic andY5CH2CF2 is the first purely
organic superconductor.13 Insulating, charge-ordered, an
spin-gapped phases are observed for different anions.14

Given the complexity of the details of the chemistry, cry
tal structure, and band structures of these materials it is
portant to define the simplest possible many-body Ham
tonian that can capture the essential physics. This is sim
in spirit to the way one studies the Hubbard andt-J models
on a square lattice in order to understand the cup
superconductors.15 Several previous studies16,12of the metal-
insulator transition and the magnetic properties of the in
0163-1829/2001/64~8!/085109~11!/$20.00 64 0851
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lating phase17 of theu family have been interpreted in term
of the Hubbard model. However, this is inadequate beca
at one-quarter filling, the Hubbard model is expected to
metallic. Following Seo,18 we argue that the nearest-neighb
Coulomb repulsionV plays a crucial role in these material
This has been emphasized before for other orga
compounds.10,19–21

Specifically, the simplest possible strongly correlat
electron model that can describe the competition between
of the above phases is the extended Hubbard model~or a t-V
model with no double occupancy! at one-quarter filling on a
square lattice. We show that in the charge-ordered insula
phase antiferromagnetic interactions arise due to a no
fourth-order superexchange around a plaquette on the sq
lattice. We then consider the SU(N) generalization of thet-V
model and perform a slave boson study that becomes e
in the limit of largeN. We find there is a critical value of the
ratio V/t, above which the metallic Fermi-liquid phase u
dergoes an instability to a charge-ordered state.

II. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL PROPERTIES
OF u-„BEDT-TTF …2X

Properties of theu-(BEDT-TTF)2X family have recently
been reviewed by Moriet al.16,22 and Seo.18 The arrange-
ment of the BEDT-TTF or BETS molecules within a layer
the u structure is shown in Fig. 1. For most anions,X, the
materials undergo a metal-insulator transition at a temp
ture that decreases with increasing bandwidth; the latte
directly correlated with the angle between the molecu
within the layers16 ~see Fig. 2!. The temperature at which th
metal-insulator transition occurs generally increases with
creasing pressure.12,23
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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Evidence for short-range charge ordering along thec-axis
direction ~the vertical direction in Fig. 1! was found in the
insulating phase ofX5CsCo(SCN)4 by x-ray scattering.24

For X5CsZn(SCN)4, the principal axes of theg tensor as-
sociated with electron spin resonance undergo a rotatio
20 K; this has been interpreted as a change in the electr
state.25 For X5RbZn(SCN)4 there is a metal-insulator tran
sition at 190 K; there is then a dimerization in thec
direction.16 The magnetic susceptibility shows no features
this transition and between 50 and 190 K has been fitte
that for a two-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenb
model with exchangeJ5100 K. Below 50 K the suscepti
bility is consistent with a spin gap of about 45 K. There
evidence from nuclear magnetic resonance for charge or
ing below 190 K and of a spin gap below 10 K.26 For X
5Cu2(CN)@N(CN)2#2 there is a metal-insulator transition
220 K; the charge gap at low temperatures is about
meV.27 The magnetic susceptibility shows no features at t
transition and between 33 and 220 K has been fitted to
for a two-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg mo
with J548 K. There is no sign of Ne´el order but below 30
K the susceptibility decreases rapidly, suggesting forma
of a spin gap.

The only member of theu-(BEDT-TTF)2X family that is
superconducting isX5I3, which has a transition temperatu
of 3.6 K. The Fermi surface of the metallic phase has b
mapped out using angular-dependent magnetoresistance
magnetic oscillations.28 Several of theu-(BETS)2X family

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the donor moleculesD ~for example
BEDT-TTF! within a layer for theu-D2X molecular crystals. The
dashed rectangle denotes the unit cell. Typical values of the hop
integrals tp and tc are given in Table I. Note that this geomet
defines a tight binding model on an anisotropic triangular latt
which also can be viewed as a square lattice with hopping along
of the diagonals. The angleu, and consequently the value oftp ,
varies with pressure or change in anionX.
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undergo a metal-insulator transition and several are met
down to 4 K ~see Table I!.

u-(BDT-TTP)2Cu(NCS)2 @where BDT-TTP is 2,5-
bis~1,3-dithiol-2-ylidene!-1,3,4,6-tetrathia-pentalene# under-
goes a metal-insulator transition at 250 K.29 At low tempera-
tures the charge gap deduced from the activation energ
the conductivity is about 100 meV. Raman-active vibration
modes ~associated with the stretching of carbon-carb
double bonds! of the BPT-TTP molecules are sensitive to t
charge on the molecule. In the insulating phase these mo
split, consistent with charge ordering.29

u-(C1TET-TTF)2Br @where C1TET-TTF is
bis~methylthio!ethylenedithio-tetrathiofulvalene# is an insu-
lator with a charge gap of 600 meV.17 The magnetic suscep
tibility between 8 and 290 K has been fit to that for a tw
dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model withJ
56 K. Below 3 K the susceptibility depends on the fie
direction, suggesting the formation of Ne´el order. As empha-
sized by Moriet al.,30 and illustrated schematically in Fig. 2
Table I shows the general trend that as the bandwidth~which
is roughly proportional totp) increases the transition tem
perature of the metal-insulator transition decreases.

ng

e
ne

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of theu-(BEDT-TTF)2X and
u-(BETS)2X families ~Refs. 9 and 12! showing competition be-
tween metallic, superconducting~SC!, and charged ordered~CO!
insulating phases. The horizontal axis is proportional to the angu
~see Fig. 1! which is related to the hopping integraltp . Generally,
increasingu decreases the bandwidth and so increases the im
tance of the electronic correlations. The vertical arrows denote
location of various materials at ambient pressure. The effect of p
sure is to drive each material towards the right~Refs. 12 and 23!.
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TABLE I. Hopping integrals for variousu-type crystals calculated by the Hu¨ckel method. Two values are
given for the case where the unit cell is larger. The temperature of the metal-insulator transition,TMI , is also
given. Note the general trend, observed by Mori~Ref. 30!, that astp increasesTMI decreases~Ref. 73!.

Material tp ~meV! tc ~meV! Reference TMI ~K!

(BEDT-TTF)2I3 42 64 31 –
(BEDO-TTF)2H5O2Cl2 140 100 74 ,0.03
(BETS)2Ag(CN)2 392,398 21,38 12 ,4
(BETS)4Cu2Cl6 380–467 212 to 156 75 ,4
(BETS)2CsCo(SCN)4 366 22 12 10?
(BETS)2CsZn(SCN)4 372 210 12 10?
(BETS)2RbCo(SCN)4 382 272 12 20
(BETS)2RbZn(SCN)4 347 246 12 ?
(BEDT-TTF)2CsCo(SCN)4 106 25 30 20
(BEDT-TTF)2CsZn(SCN)4 108 210 30 20
(BETS)4TaF6 230 110 76 70
(BEDT-TTF)2RbCo(SCN)4 99 233 30 190
(BEDT-TTF)2RbZn(SCN)4 94 224 30 190
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)@N(CN)2#2 79 230 27 220
(BEDT-TTF)2TlCo(SCN)4 100 248 30 250
(BDT-TTP)2Cu(NCS)2 286,291 241 17 250
(C1TET-TTF)2Br 254,243 258 17 .300
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III. THE EXTENDED HUBBARD MODEL

The arrangement of the BEDT-TTF molecules within
layer ofu-(BEDT-TTF)2X is shown schematically in Fig. 1
Values of the intermolecular hopping integrals, calculated
ing the Hückel approximation are given in Table I. If there
complete charge transfer of one electron onto each anioX,
there is an average of half a hole per molecule and so
electronic bands will be one-quarter filled with holes.

Band structure calculations14,17,27,30,31 predict that all
these materials are metallic. Hence, the different phases
be due to electronic interactions. The Hubbard interactioU
describing the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons
the same BEDT-TTF molecule has been estimated fr
quantum chemistry calculations to be about 4 eV.32,33ThusU
is much larger than the bandwidth associated with the h
ping integrals given in Table I, confirming that these a
strongly correlated materials. The Hubbard model on
square lattice at one-quarter filling is expected to be meta
and so one must consider longer-range Coulomb interact
to explain the existence of insulating, charge-ordered,
antiferromagnetic phases. The nearest-neighbor Coulom
pulsion between various arrangements of pairs of BEDT-T
molecules has also been estimated from quantum chem
calculations33,32,34and is generally found to have a value
about 2–3 eV. It is approximately given by Coulomb’s la
V.14 eV/R, whereR is in Å. Mori calculatedV as a func-
tion of the angleu; variations of about 10% occur in th
range of angles (98° –130°) relevant to theu-type materials.
These calculations involve isolated pairs of molecules and
one expects that the values ofU andV in a molecular crystal
to be less than the values given above due to screen
Hubbard has discussed this for the case of TTF-TC
@tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane#, arguing that
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screening decreases bothU and V by a factor of about 2.35

Actually in Sec. IV, from experimentally determined char
gaps, we estimate values ofV of the order of a few hundred
meV. In materials consisting of dimers of BEDT-TTF mo
ecules the differenceU-V can be estimated from the charg
transfer excitation seen in optical absorption measureme
For (BEDT-TTF)HgBr3 it is estimated to be 0.7 eV.36 Thus
we are led to the extended Hubbard model on the anisotr
triangular lattice at one-quarter filling.

Table I shows that for many of theu materials,tc!tp and
so, as a first approximation, we neglect the diagonal hopp
tc . This means we are left with a square lattice model.
Sec. V we will show that this diagonal term has only a sm
effect on the metal-insulator transition. The Hamiltonian i

H5t (
^ i j &,s

~cis
† cj s1cj s

† cis!1U(
i

ni↑ni↓1V(̂
i j &

ninj

2m(
is

nis ~1!

whereU is the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons
the same site,V is the nearest-neighbor Coulomb repulsio
^ i j & denotes nearest neighbors, andm is the chemical
potential.

If we consider the largeU limit, and so preclude doubly
occupied sites, the Hamiltonian then reduces to

H5t (
^ i j &,s

P~cis
† cj s1cj s

† cis!P1V(̂
i j &

ninj2m(
is

nis ,

~2!

whereP projects out the doubly occupied states. We refer
this as thet-V model. For largeV/t the ground state is an
9-3
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MCKENZIE, MERINO, MARSTON, AND SUSHKOV PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 085109
insulator with charge ordering~Sec. IV!. We expect that for
small V/t a metallic phase exists because the quarter-fi
Fermi surface is poorly nested. Hence, asV/t decreases the
charge ordering should be destroyed at a nonzero valu
V/t. We are not aware of any previous study of this model
the square lattice. Mazumdar, Clay, and Campbell21 have
studied coupled chains of the extended Hubbard mode
one-quarter filling. Most of their numerical results are f
U56t i andVi5t i ~where thei refers to the chain direction!
so thatVi is smaller than the critical value necessary to fo
the charge ordered state considered here. They find that w
interactions with phonons are included there is a tendenc
formation of a bond-order wave. Henley and Zhang recen
considered a similar model involving spinless fermions
the square lattice.37 Mila considered the extended Hubba
model on the square lattice at a one-quarter filling with fin
U and infiniteV.38 In Sec. V we consider the SU(N) gener-
alization of thet-V model and show that in the large-N limit,
slave boson theory implies that there is a critical value ofV/t
above which the metallic phase becomes unstable to for
tion of charge ordering.

We now briefly review previous work on the extend
Hubbard model~in the large-U limit ! at one-quarter filling
on different lattices. Numerical calculations show that
single chain undergoes a transition from a Luttinger liquid
a charge-density wave insulator atV52t.39 The one-
dimensionalt-V model can be solved exactly via the Bet
ansatz.40 It is equivalent to two decoupledXXZ spin chains
and so will undergo a metal-insulator transition atV52t. We
note that the ring exchange process responsible for antife
magnetic interactions discussed above will be absent
single chain. Vojta, Hu¨bsch, and Noack41 recently studied the
model ~1! on a ladder using the density matrix renormaliz
tion group~DMRG!. They find that the charge ordered pha
is destroyed forV,2.5t but claim that there will be a charg
gap for allV/t. The model in infinite dimensions was studie
by Pietig, Bulla, and Blawid using dynamical mean-fie
theory.42 At low temperatures they found that forU52t,
charge ordering occurred forV.0.5t.

IV. ANTIFERROMAGNETIC EXCHANGE
IN THE CHARGE-ORDERED PHASE

For largeV/t there will be charge ordering and the grou
state will be an insulator with a charge gap of magnitude 3V.
There will be two possible ground states with the check
board covering of the lattice~Fig. 3!. This defines a new
square lattice rotated by 45° with respect to the origi
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square lattice. It should be stressed that these ground s
are distinct from the commensurate charge density wa
associated with a lattice distortion, and seen in some org
compounds. To zeroth order int/V all possible spin states
will be degenerate. We consider a single plaquette~Fig. 3!
containing two spins. To second order int/V both the singlet
and triplet states have their energy lowered by24t2/3V. The
degeneracy of the singlet and triplet states is only broken
fourth order int/V. We show below that this results in a
effective antiferromagnetic exchange interaction

J5
4t4

9V3 ~3!

that acts along the diagonals of the original square latt
Thus the spin degrees of freedom are described b
spin-12 Heisenberg model on a square lattice. The Ham
tonian is

H5J(̂
ij &

Si•Sj , ~4!

whereSi denotes a spin operator on sitei, and the sum̂ ij &
runs over pairs of next-nearest-neighbor lattice sites in
original square lattice.

We now calculate the singlet-triplet splitting from fourth
order perturbation theory. IfuC0& is an eigenstate ofH0
5V(^ i j &ninj then a perturbationH15H2H0, which has no
effect to third order, shifts the energy by

FIG. 3. Charge-ordered insulating ground state of the exten
Hubbard model at one-quarter filling in the limitt!V!U. An an-
tiferromagnetic interactionJ occurs between spins along the diag
nals. The spin degrees of freedom are described by the antife
magnetic Heisenberg model on the square lattice.
e
can be
DE0
(4)5 (

$m,n,p%Þ0

^C0uH1uCm&^CmuH1uCn&^CnuH1uCp&^CpuH1uC0&

~E0
(0)2Em!~E0

(0)2En!~E0
(0)2Ep!

, ~5!

where the intermediate states labeled by$m,n,p%Þ0 are not degenerate withuC0&. The following process involving exchang
of electrons around a plaquette will contribute to a shift in the energy of the ground state. For the triplet states it
represented as
9-4
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CHARGE ORDERING AND ANTIFERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 085109
U↑ o

o ↑L → Uo ↑
o ↑L → Uo ↑

↑ oL → U↑ ↑
o oL

→ U↑ o

o ↑L . ~6!

The first, second, and fourth matrix elements aret and the
third is 2t. The intermediate states have energy 3V, 4V, and
3V, respectively.~Note one needs to take into account t
interaction with the neighbors not shown in the above rep
sentation.! There are eight distinct ways of doing this e
change: at the first step there are four choices and at the
step there are two choices. Thus, the expression~5! implies
that the triplet is increased in energy by 2t4/9V3.

A similar process for the singlet is

U↑ o

o ↓L → Uo ↑
o ↓L → Uo ↑

↓ oL → U↓ ↑
o oL

→ U↓ o

o ↑L . ~7!

Thus, for the singlet this fourth-order process brings o
back to the singlet wave function with a sign change and
the energy shift is opposite to that of the triplet. Hence,
arrive at Eq.~3! for the difference in energy between th
singlet and triplet.

It should be pointed out that there are also fourth-or
processes of the formu0&→un&→u0&→up&→u0& that will
produce a decrease in the ground state energy. However
cause they produce the same shift for the singlet and tri
states we neglect them here. Our value ofJ is consistent with
a recent calculation41 of the effective exchange interaction
the charge-ordered phase of the extended Hubbard mod
a ladder when that result is rescaled to allow for differe
excitation energies of the intermediate states. For the lad
the energies of the intermediate states are all 2V. Thus the
ladder exchange is larger than for the square lattice b
factor of 9/2.

We now consider whether this possible explanation
the origin of antiferromagnetism in theu type materials is
quantitatively reasonable. Roughly, it predicts that the va
of J will be some fraction oft, typical values oft from Table
I are of the order of 500–1000 K for the materials wi
insulating ground states.43 u-(C1TET-TTF)2Br is an insula-
tor with a charge gap of 600 meV and a value43 of t of about
60 meV.17 Since the charge gap is 3V for t!V this gives
V;200 meV. UsingJ54t4/9V3 gives J;10 K, which is
in reasonable agreement with the observed value17 of 6 K.
We do not make quantitative comparisons of Eq.~3! for
other materials because they are not so clearly in the reg
t!V, required for its validity. For example, fo
u-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)@N(CN)2#2 Hückel calculations
give t;80 meV and the measured charge gap27 is about 200
meV. This is inconsistent with the fact that the charge g
would be 3V if t!V.
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V. SLAVE-BOSON THEORY FOR THE SU „N… VERSION
OF THE EXTENDED HUBBARD MODEL

WITH U\`

We consider the SU(N) generalization of the Hamiltonian
~2! for which the spin index,s, runs from 1 toN, and con-
sider 1/N as a small expansion parameter assuming thatN is
large. Slave-boson fields are introduced to allow treatmen
the no double occupancy constraint required by theU→`
limit. The effective action for the slave-boson fields can
expanded in powers of 1/N. The mean-field solution corre
sponds to the Gutzwiller approximation and is exact in
N→` limit.44,45 This approach has been used to study ot
strongly correlated models such as the Kondo model
magnetic impurities44,46 in metals, the Hubbard model,45 the
Hubbard-Holstein model,47 and the Anderson48 and Kondo
lattices.49 It has also been used to analyze the phase diag
of two-dimensionalt-J model,50–52 and extended Hubbard
model at one-half filling.53 It is convenient to describe th
projected Hilbert space associated with the Hamiltonian~2!,
using the slave-boson representation.46,54,55The electron cre-
ation operator is replaced bycis

† 5 f is
† bi , where the spinless

charged boson operator,bi , is introduced to keep track of th
empty sites, andf is

† is a fermion operator carrying spin. I
order to preserve the anticommutation relation for the el
trons the new operators must satisfy the local constraint

f is
† f is1bi

†bi5N/2. ~8!

For N52 it reduces to the condition that either an electron
a boson can occupy each lattice site at all times.

Following Kotliar and Liu,50 we write the partition func-
tion in the coherent state path integral representation:

Z5E Db†Db D f†D f Dl expS 2E
0

b

L~t!dt D , ~9!

where the Lagrangian at imaginary timet is given by

L~t!5(
i

f is
† ~]t2m! f is1bi

†]bi2
1

N (
i j

Ti j ~ f is
† f j sbj

†bi

1H.c.!1
1

N (
i j

Vi j f is
† f is f j s8

† f j s8

1(
i

il i~ f is
† f is1bi

†bi2N/2!, ~10!

b51/(kBT) at temperatureT, and we have used the fact th
cis

† cis5 f is
† f is . l i is a static Lagrange multiplier enforcin

the constraint~8!. A sum from 1 toN is assumed whenever
repeateds index appears in the equations. The 1/N factors
are introduced so that the Lagrangian is proportional toN.
Ti j 5t, if i and j are nearest neighbors,Ti j 5t8 if i and j are
next-nearest neighbors sitting alongoneof the diagonals of
the square lattice, andTi j 50 otherwise.Vi j 5V if i andj are
nearest neighbors and is zero otherwise.m is the chemical
potential, which is fixed to give the average number of el
trons per site,n5^ f is

† f is&. The conservation of the charge
q5N/2, is a consequence of a local U~1! symmetry because
9-5
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MCKENZIE, MERINO, MARSTON, AND SUSHKOV PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 085109
under the local gauge transformation:bi→bie
iu i (t), f is

→ f iseiu i (t), and l i→l i2]tu i(t), L(t) remains the same
To avoid possible infrared divergences it is convenient
choose the radial gauge where the boson amplitude beco
a real number,r i5ubi u, and l i becomes a dynamical field
l i(t). We introduce these fields in expression~10!, and we
use the relationf is

† f is5N/22bi
†bi to replace one pair o

fermion operators in theV term so that we are left with a
quadratic Lagrangian in the fermionic Grassmann variab
After integrating out the fermions, the effective Lagrangi
for the boson fields becomes

L~t!5(
i

S r i~t!@]t1 il~t!#r i~t!2 il i~t!
N

2 D
2NTr lnH F ]t2m1 il i~t!1

1

N (
l

Vil S N

2

2r l~t!r l~t! D Gd i j 2
1

N
r i~t!Ti j r j~t!J . ~11!

A. Mean-field solution

The mean-field~MF! solution of the model is obtained b
assuming that the boson fields are spatially homogene
and time independent:r i(t)5b andil i(t)5l. The resulting
free energy (F52kBT ln Z) is

FMF~b,l!52
N

b (
k,vn

ln~ek2 ivn!1lS b22
N

2 D , ~12!

where vn5(2n11)pT is a fermion Matsubara frequenc
The mean-field eigenenergies are

ek5
2tb2

N
Tk1l2m14V

n

N
~13!

with Tk52@cos(kx)1cos(ky)1(t8/t)cos(kx1ky)# being the
Fourier transform ofTi j in units of the nearest-neighbo
hoppingt.

Minimization of the free energy~12! with respect tob and
l gives

b25N/22n, l5(
k

f ~ek!~ tTk14V!. ~14!

m is adjusted to give the correct electron filling,n
5N(k f (ek), where f (e) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function.

The mean-field solution describes a renormalized Fe
liquid. The renormalization of the band is controlled byb2,
and the band is shifted from its bare position byl. The
overall effect of the nearest-neighbor Coulomb interacti
V, at the mean-field level, reduces to a constant shift in
chemical potential. In the case of a one-quarter-filled ba
(n51/2) the bandwidth is reduced to half its bare value. T
effective mass measured in magnetic oscillation experim
will then be increased by a factor ofm* /m51/b252. Note
that this is much smaller than the effective mass enhan
ments that occur in materials described by the Hubb
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model on the anisotropic triangular lattice at one-half filling7

Therefore, forN→` the one-quarter filledt-V model be-
haves as a Fermi liquid with effective masses that are tw
the bare ones. In the next subsection we consider the e
of the leading 1/N corrections.

B. Fluctuations about the mean-field solution

We now consider how asV/t is increased, the Fermi
liquid phase resulting from the mean-field solution becom
unstable to charge ordering. The analysis is similar to
treatment of instabilities in the doped Hubbard model
Tandonet al.56 We write the boson fields in terms of th
static mean-field solution, (b,l), and the dynamic fluctuat
ing parts: r i(t)5b1bdr i(t), and il i(t)5l1 idl i(t).
Physically, dr i(t) is related to local fluctuations in th
charge density. We substitute these expressions in Eq.~11!,
introducing the Fourier transforms ofdr i(t) andl i(t), and,
expanding to second order in the boson fields, we obtain
effective action

S5FMF1S(2), ~15!

where the part of the action due to fluctuations in the bo
fields is

S(2)5
1

2b (
q,nn

@dr ~2q,2nn!dl~2q,2nn!#S G rr G rl

Glr Gll
D

3S dr ~q,nn!

dl~q,nn!
D , ~16!

wherenn5npT is a boson Matsubara frequency. The e
ments of theĜ(q,nn) matrix are

G rr ~q,nn!5NF2b2l

N
2

2b2t

N (
k

S Tk2q1
V

t
VkD f ~ek!

1(
k

f ~ek1q!2 f ~ek!

ek1q2ek2 inn
S b2t

N
~Tk1Tk1q!

1
2b2V

N
VqD 2G ,

G rl~q,nn!5Glr~q,nn!5NF i2b2

N
1 i(

k

f ~ek1q!2 f ~ek!

ek1q2ek2 inn

3S 2tb2

N
~Tk1Tk1q!2

2b2V

N
VqD G ,

Gll~q,nn!52N(
k

f ~ek1q!2 f ~ek!

ek1q2ek2 inn
, ~17!

where Vk52@cos(kx)1cos(ky)# is the Fourier transform of
Vi j . Note that Gll is the Lindhard function describing
density-density fluctuations in the renormalized band str
ture. Sinceb2 is of orderN @compare Eq.~14!#, the expres-
9-6
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sions above show explicitly how the propagators of the
son fieldsD̂(q,nn)5Ĝ21(q,nn) are of order O(1/N), as they
should.

C. Charge-ordering instability

The condition for the stability of the Fermi liquid phase
that the quadratic form~16! is always positive. Then fluctua
tions in the charge density will increase the free ener
SinceGll.0 this is ensured if detĜ(q,n).0 for all wave
vectorsq and frequencyn. In order to find the critical value
of V/t, which we shall denote (V/t)c , at which the system
becomes unstable towards static charge ordering, we wis
find a q for which at some value ofV/t, detG5G rr Gll

2GlrG rl50, atn50. This condition reduces to

S b2t

N (
k

f ~ek!@Tk2q2Tk1~V/t !cVk#1
4t~V/t !cb

4

N2 ~12Vq!

2
2t~V/t !cb

2

N D(
k

f ~ek1q!2 f ~ek!

ek1q2ek

2
2b4t

N2 (
k

f ~ek1q!2 f ~ek!

ek1q2ek
~Tk1Tk1q!12

b4

N2 50,

~18!

wherel andb2 are the solution to the mean-field equation
We now concentrate on the caseq5(p,p), which is rel-

evant to the formation of a charge-ordered state at o
quarter filling in theu-type materials~see Fig. 3!. For the
square lattice case (t850), ek1q52ek , and Eq.~18! re-
duces to

F S 12
~V/t !c

2 D E
2b2W/2

b2W/2
ders~e!e f ~e!1t~V/t !c

3S 10
b4

N2 2
b2

N D G E
2b2W/2

b2W/2
de

rs~e! f ~e!

e
1

b4

N 2 50, ~19!

wherers(e) is the density of states at the Fermi surface
spin channel of the renormalized metal andW is the bare
bandwidth of the metal.

Before solving this equation numerically for the dens
of states of the band structure, some insight can be gaine
considering the case of a constant density of states. Taki
density of states of the formrs(e)51/b2W, if 2b2W/2
<e<b2W/2 and 0 otherwise, Eq.~19! can be simplified fur-
ther. For this case, the critical ratio (V/t)c , at which (p,p)
charge ordering occurs for a given electron band filling,n, is

~V/t !c5

24~N/22n!2

N
22n~n/N21!ln~122n/N!

Fn~12n/N!1
10~N/22n!

N
21G ln~122n/N!

.

~20!

For N52, (V/t)c diverges atn50, n51, andn50.899.
While the divergence atn50 appears because it is not po
sible to have charge ordering when there is no charge in
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lattice, the divergence atn51 is a consequence of the con
dition that there can be, at most, one electron at each la
site: a charge-ordered state of alternating singly and dou
occupied sites would cost infinite energy to be formed. T
divergence atn50.899 is nontrivial and presumably is
consequence of the finding made by Tandonet al.56 that
close to one-half filling,n>0.88, the 1/N fluctuations drive
the U→` Hubbard model into phase separation. Hence,
creation of a charge-ordered state is forbidden by the bre
down of periodicity in the charge distribution of the lattic
At one-quarter filling (n51/2), Eq.~20! gives (V/t)c50.78.
This can be compared with the value of (V/t)c50.69 ob-
tained from solving Eq.~19!, with the actual density of state
for the square lattice.

It is interesting to compare our results with DMRG ca
culations on the two-leg ladder by Vojta, Hu¨bsch, and
Noack41 in theU→` limit. They find an insulating state fo
any value ofV/t. At V/t'2 a transition from a homoge
neous insulating state to an insulator with charge order
takes place. Slave-boson theory would predict a Mott in
lating phase with no charge ordering forV/t50 with t' /t i
.1, wheret' is the hopping amplitude along the rungs a
t i along the chains. This is because for this case only
bonding band of the ladder is filled and it is exactly ha
filled, sob250. However, an extension of the approach p
sented here is needed to make a detailed comparison with
full phase diagram of the two-leg ladder.

D. Effect of the diagonal hopping

We can include the effect of a next-nearest-neighbor h
ping integral in the analysis presented above. We have so
Eq. ~18!, for different values of thet8/t ratio. Figure 4 shows
how the critical value, (V/t)c , increases as the ratiot8/t is
increased. The critical value changes from 0.68 for

FIG. 4. Phase diagram for the SU(N) version of thet-t8-V
model at quarter filling and zero temperature, to leading orde
1/N with N52. This shows that the diagonal hoppingt8 (tc in Fig.
1! has little effect on the critical value ofV/t at which the metallic
phase becomes unstable to the charge ordering shown in Fig.
9-7
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the Fermi surface for an anisotropic triangular lattice as the ratio between the next-nearest-neighbor and th
neighbors hoppings,t8/t, is varied. The band is kept at one-quarter filling for all three cases.
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square lattice to (V/t)c'0.95 for the triangular lattice (t8/t
51). This can be understood if we plot the Fermi surfac
for different ratios of the hopping integrals for fixed ban
filling: n51/2 ~see Fig. 5!. While for the square lattice case
t8/t50, the Fermi surface shows some remnants of the
fect nesting property present at one-half filling, it gradua
elongates along theky52kx direction becoming elliptical as
t8/t is increased.57 This effect makes it even harder to co
nect two points at the Fermi surface by the wave vectoq
5(p,p). The phase diagram in Fig. 4, also shows that i
possible to go from the metallic phase to the charge-orde
state by varying either thet8/t or V/t ratios. Because the
dependence of (V/t)c on t8/t is weak we conclude that th
ratio V/t plays a more important role thant8/t in driving the
metal-insulator transition, within the large-N approach used
here. Hence, as a first approximation we are justified in
glecting the effect of the diagonal hopping, as was done
Sec. IV.

Mori34 found that the Coulomb repulsionV varied little
with the angleu between the donor molecules~see Fig. 2!.
This is becauseV scales roughly with the inverse of th
distance between the molecules. In contrast the hopping
tegralstp and tc depend strongly onu. tp varies by about a
factor of 5 asu varies from 100° to 140°. This is because t
overlap integral depends exponentially on the distance
tween the molecules. Hence, the main effect of varyingu is
to change the bandwidth. This is what will be driving th
metal-insulator transition.

For u-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)@N(CN)2#2 the measured
charge gap27 is about 200 meV, suggesting thatV is of the
order of 100 meV. Assuming thatV does not vary much
between materials~for the reasons just given! the above cal-
culations suggest that the critical value of the hopping in
gral t is about 100 meV. This is consistent43 with the values
in Table I; i.e., it is quite possible that the materials list
there are close to the metal-insulator transition, as is
served experimentally. We acknowledge that if we take
values ofV'2 –3 eV calculated from quantum chemist
~see Sec. III!, slave-boson theory would predict that the m
terials would be located far from the quantum critical poi
well into the insulating phase. The theory presented h
would then be unable to explain the phase diagram of
u-type materials. However, the quantum chemistry estima
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for V are calculated for isolated pairs of molecules rath
than for an infinite system, for which screening may sign
cantly reduce the value ofV.

VI. RELEVANCE TO b9-„BEDT-TTF …2SF5YSO3

The family b9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5YSO3 has been
studied14 with Y5CH2CF2, CH2, CHF. The first material is
superconducting with a transition temperature of 5.2 K.Y
5CH2 is insulating with a charge gap of 56 meV and ev
dence for charge ordering is found in the fact that altern
molecules have the bond length and phonon frequency a
ciated with the central carbon double bond different.58 The
charges are estimated to be10.6e and10.4e wheree is the
electronic charge. Below room temperature the spin susc
tibility decreases monotonically, consistent with a spin g
of 8 meV.Y5CHF is a bad metal and may undergo a met
semiconductor transition below 10 K. It is estimated th
alternate molecules have charges of10.47e and10.53e. A
recent experimental study59 estimated charges of10.43e
and 10.57e in Y5CH2CF2. The Fermi surface of the me
tallic phase ofY5CH2CF2 has been mapped out usin
angular-dependent magnetoresistance and magn
oscillations.60 However, the metallic phase differs signifi
cantly from a conventional Fermi liquid. First, in contrast
most BEDT-TTF metals,6 even at a temperature as low as
K no Drude peak is present in optical conductivity.61 Second,
anomalous properties of the magnetoresistance were rec
interpreted in terms of a magnetic-field-induce
superconductor-insulator transition.62 The temperature de
pendence of the penetration depth in the superconduc
phase was recently found to vary asT3 at low
temperatures.63 This is inconsistent with ans-wave state, but
also deviates significantly from the linear temperature dep
dence expected for ad-wave state.

The arrangement of the BEDT-TTF molecules within
layer of the familyb9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5YSO3 are shown in
Fig. 6. Table II lists values of the hopping integrals calc
lated in the Hu¨ckel approximation. Note that generally th
diagonal termsa and a8 are smaller than the vertical an
horizontal terms. Hence, as a first approximation the sys
can be described by an anisotropic square lattice. Howe
we note that the main difference between the hopping par
9-8
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CHARGE ORDERING AND ANTIFERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 085109
eters for the three different anions in Table II is that t
diagonal termsa and a8 vary significantly as the anion i
changed. We see from Fig. 4 that the corresponding va
tions in t8/t are large enough to change the proximity to t
charge-ordering instability and may lead to the three diff
ent ground states for these materials.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have argued that the essential physic
the electronic and magnetic properties of layered molec
crystals of theu type can be captured by an extended Hu
bard model on the square lattice and at one-quarter fill
For large Coulomb repulsion (V@t) between nearest neigh
bors, the ground state is a charge-ordered insulator. Ant
romagnetic interactions arise due to a novel fourth-order
change process. A slave-boson treatment was given of
SU(N) generalization of the model. It was found that f
sufficiently smallV/t the metallic phase was stable again
charge ordering.

We briefly mention the relation of this work to a rece
paper of Mazumdar, Clay, and Campbell.21 They have stud-
ied the extended Hubbard model at one-quarter filling on
anisotropic square lattice and discuss its relevance to a w

FIG. 6. Arrangement of the BEDT-TTF molecules within a lay
for the b9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5YSO3 family of molecular crystals.
Typical values of the hopping integrals are given in Table II.
some of the materials the unit cell is larger and so the hopp
integrals can have two values.

TABLE II. Hopping integrals in Fig. 6 for the family
b9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5YSO3 calculated by the extended Hu¨ckel
method in Ref. 14. At low temperatures the materials are a su
conductor, a bad metal, and a charge-ordered insulator, respect

Y c ~meV! d ~meV! a ~meV! a8 ~meV!

CH2CF2 260 140 120 55
CHF 260 130 35, 86 95, 100
CH2 260 120 85 12
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range of organic compounds, but not those considered h
They argue that in the real materials the nearest-neigh
Coulomb repulsion is smaller than the critical value nec
sary to form the charge-ordered state considered here. C
pling to phonons produces an insulating phase with a dif
ent kind of charge order~a bond-order wave!. X-ray
scattering experiments that can resolve the charge on i
vidual molecules~due to different bond lengths! should
be able to distinguish these two different ground stat
There is controversy about whether nuclear magn
resonance measurements can distinguish these
charge orderings.64 The charge distribution observed14 for
b9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CH2SO3 is consistent with charge or
dering considered here.

We acknowledge that the actualu-type materials are more
complicated than the simplest Hubbard model conside
here. For example, along the diagonals of the square la
~corresponding to the vertical direction in Fig. 1! there is also
Coulomb repulsion. In fact, Mori34 finds the correspondingV
to be larger than along the horizontal and vertical directio
Seo18 has shown how the latter can lead to competition
tween different charge ordered states@i.e., those associate
with wave vector (p,p) and (0,p)#. Also, x-ray scattering
suggests that in (BEDT-TTF)2RbM (SCN)4 (M5Co,Zn)
there is a structural transition associated with the charge
dering and that this changes the electronic structure in
insulating phase.30 However, our view is that thet-V model
on the square lattice captures the essential physics and
we need to understand it, before studying models with m
complicated band structures.

Three outstanding questions concerning thet-V model at
one-quarter filling need to be answered.

~i! Is there superconductivity in the model? The idea t
proximity to a quantum critical point increases the tenden
towards superconducting instabilities is supported by rec
experiments on heavy-fermion materials.65 It was first shown
by Scalapino, Loh, and Hirsch66 that proximity to a spin-
density wave or charge-density wave transition can lead
d-wave superconductivity. In a future publication we plan
investigate whether charge fluctuations near the cha
ordering transition can produce superconductivity.67–69

~ii ! Are charge ordering, the charge gap, and antifer
magnetism destroyed at the same critical value ofV/t? In
Sec. IV it was shown that for largeV/t the ground state ha
a charge gap, charge ordering, and antiferromagnetism
Sec. V it was shown that, forV/t less than a critical value
the metallic phase is stable, at least in the large-N limit. It is
quite possible that the above three properties disappea
different values ofV/t. For the case of the one-quarter-fille
extended Hubbard model on a ladder, numerical calculati
found that the charge ordering disappeared below a non
value ofV/t, but the charge gap did not.41 This unusual result
may be an artifact of the one-dimensionality of the ladd
For the square lattice, this issue will probably be only
solved by careful numerical work.

~iii ! Does non-Fermi-liquid behavior occur in the metal
phase near the quantum critical point? This is gener
expected70 and is observed in heavy-fermion materials71

Slave-boson theory has been used to show that in the do

g

r-
ly.
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Hubbard model near a charge instability the quasipart
scattering becomes singular leading to anomalous met
properties.72
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